Assignment 6

1. Choose the correct linear diagram for the flow of a solution through a hemodialysis bag.

2. Choose the correct linear diagram for the bending moment at point C of the beam shown above.

3. The moment of resistance of a I-beam is at least 66% of the section modulus at I-angles which can be met.

4. The moment of inertia results in the ability for a circular member to resist changes in its width.

5. The moment of inertia results in the ability for a circular member to resist changes in its radius.

6. The moment of resistance of a I-beam is at least 56% of the section modulus at I-angles which can be met.

7. Choose the correct choice for the load of the beam shown below.

8. Choose the correct choice for the load of the beam shown below.

9. The moment of resistance of a I-beam is at least 66% of the section modulus at I-angles which can be met.

10. The moment of inertia results in the ability for a circular member to resist changes in its width.